You can read *The Lion and The Mouse* in a way that highlights Communicating, a Life Skill that promotes Executive Functions. This Life Skill is much more than understanding language, speaking, reading and writing. It is the skill of determining what you want to communicate and realizing how our communications will be.

**TIP:**
Ask your child to look at the drawings and tell the story that he or she sees. There is no wrong answer here—so listen and talk about why your child is telling this particular story.

**SKILL:**
Communicating happens even when there are no words on the page, just drawings and sounds.

**TIP:**
While you read this book, you can point out the facial expressions of the Lion and the Mouse. You can ask questions about the characters:

- “How is the Lion feeling? How is the Mouse feeling?”

These questions will help children become more attuned to looking at faces and what those faces are saying without words.

**SKILL:**
Communicating involves facial expressions. Communicating with sounds and actions can make reading fun and interactive. You and your child can make the sounds or even act out the story.

**TIP:**
Ask children why they think the Lion freed the Mouse. How did that affect the Mouse when the Lion was trapped? As the book jacket states: “Even little friends can prove to be great friends.”

**SKILL:**
Communicating includes understanding how others will understand your communications. To understand the perspectives of others and how they will hear what you say, you have to put aside your own thoughts and feelings—an Executive Function skill.

**TIP:**
Looking up information on the Internet about the artist, Jerry Pinkney, can make the experience of this book an even deeper one. For example, he had dyslexia as a child and had trouble reading, so he used drawing as a way to communicate.

**SKILL:**
There are many ways to communicate—with drawings, as well as with words.

---
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